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This is it, the final semester and the final essay. I've learned alot from this class and more
than I could even name it. But the few things I can remember that I learned about myself as a
reader,writer, and scholar this term was that I don’t give in. What I mean by this is I don’t quit or
lose focus when I am working as I push through and finish the work. Although I am handing this
late I do understand it because of the condition we are in right now. As I have had a mentally
block or a lack of motivation to do anything as being home has made me less active, and mostly
emotionlessly to do anything. I am sure everyone in my class has felt these same effects from
this semester and are ready to finally begin summer break. From the 2020 being a crazy year it
has made everyone almost dull to have fun. Who knew being home for so long could make a
student so stressfully. How I will be able to use what I’ve learned from this term and transfer the
knowledge to other writing situations is by focusing hard on my education. Although I tend to be
a pretty lazy person, my biggest struggle is to maintain a sense of focus in my class. For online
purposes of course as being at home and doing school is a very difficult task for myself and
others. I will use all the lessons I have learned from this class to push myself to become a better
writer,reader, and student. Three quotes from my own writing I can say help reflect myself
throughout my semester are from all my units essay assignments.

In Unit 1 the quote that best describes myself is this. “Although it took me 18 years of
practice I can definitely say that without education and school, these problems would have never
been fixed and I wouldn’t have ever become the person I am today with education”. This best
reflects myself as when I am writing I am very honest with myself and to others. As being
truthfully in writing is the only way to write(in my opinion). This further shows how I see myself
reading this, as imperfect. I see myself as imperfect because it is how I have been treated and
experienced throughout my life. I don’t see it as wrong but motivation to make myself better as a
writer and a person, because in truth the way anyone can be happy is by being your best self.

In Unit 2 the quote that best describes myself is this. “As we all need motivation from
time to time. It is seriously shocking how impactful a few words or a few people can change a
whole person's life and perspective on life. With All shows and experience in my life these are
One last thought is to help those who are obese and to motivate them to succeeding in improve
their lives”. This best reflects my writing and myself as it shows my understanding in working
and motivation. What I mean by understanding the motivation this quote I had previously used
was meant for myself. During this time I needed a little push to keep myself going and actively
pay attention in school. As I’m sure most of my classmates have felt during this semester as well.



Lastly in Unit 3 the quote that best describes myself is this. “The best way to lose weight
is by controlling your eating habits and seeing how much calories you need in order to not
overeat. This is especially important as if your child or family member is doing this, overtime it
can cause huge issues medically and mentally for the person”. You may be wondering how this
quote makes any sense. It makes sense to me as in my final unit 3 I focus on researching obesity
and ways of losing weight. As my motivation for focusing and keeping my mentally stable
through the semester was by working out. Although it has good benefits it wasn’t the only reason
why I decided to workout. But to make myself feel better and calm. Due to working out it causes
the person to become more calm and more clear about their decisions.

From the experiences I’ve had in this class I can truly say this class has been a delight as
with the social break out groups in class and reading assignments that were reliable was
refreshing to have. How I would compare my work from the beginning of the semester to now I
can say I am satisfied as I have figured out the best way to focus on myself and on my
schoolwork. I will say my favorite assignment that I had fun doing was unit 3 final essay as I had
a lot of fun doing my brochure for the assignment. My least favorite assignment was the unit 2
assignment as I did have to do extensive research about obesity but it did help me better my
health throughout my process. I will say some notable lessons that stuck with me after
completing the assignment was the “Shitty first Drafts” assignment as it better perfect my
writing. Some things that changed in my writing from the genres and assignments was the way I
spoke in my writing as I feel as I speak more truthful to myself which I think brings a better
connection with the reader and myself. How I had made decisions in my assignments about
content and design was to try and focus on things I liked and things that were reliable to the
reader/audience. Some early assumptions and beliefs about myself that had changed was my way
of writing as my writing feels more impactful to the reader than I was before. As before I used to
write dull and without care. Some experiences I had revising the assignments was how I
managed to finish all the work for the semester as I believe it was helpful for myself to become a
better person. To be honest there weren't any peer feedback comments that stood out but it was
because most of our group break outs were quiet.

In conclusion I had a great time in this class and I wish I was able to meet everyone in
class rather than on a computer as it was boring online. Hopefully in the future we will all be
able to be in school and experience the true college life experience.


